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LAND PARTITION 
 





 

NOTES ON INCARCERATION, GEOGRAPHY 
(for d.j. huppatz) 
 
 
how many contexts wrecked on these shores? 
 
the sea moves constantly against the shore—green sails, stretched  
in the sky, which barely  
exists, is “galvanised” by continuous currents, the  
tides within the bay—telematic or channelled flow of time was it 
out of unrest? within the confines of rememoration, backwash 
 
of the all-consuming, all-extinguishing 
cortex—stands witness to uncounted conceptions, the beginning 

of yet another set of circum- 
stances / in transition (those hollows &  
the rise & the weight of the body upon them): pathogenic 
lodged within the graft—the distant hills like 
soiled hands, a litany of equivalences (to make the punishment fit 
 
the crime); the shadow of some father- 
figure inspiring the brine-washed 
detumescent armature to its compulsive, unwilled task like  
sisyphus, & unlike the space  
immeasurable / as equally the omni- 
present ocean swell culling the loose stones & timber “now  
resting on the sand where we / shall dig them up  
 

& set them upright as  
posts / at just the signal place …” of all our lives’ unbeings  
& becomings: the last ship departs 
during such a period in such weather, wave upon  
wave coming before night—to erase 

the superfluous wish of (ab- 
stracted) aloneness, like the names of some former self buried  
in the sand 
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“because it focuses upon conditions of intelligibility”—collusive 
in the post-synaptic (re) vision / surveillance 
& the secret, inner knowledge of the camera—directing them 
towards (previously) unsighted land: significance of geo- 
 

physical exploration &  
arrangement of  
observation points, measuring “base change” as  
traumatic advent (“a faint  
bleating in the wilderness”) inconscient as realism 
or descriptive terminology foundering 

 
at a depth, though it floats up sometimes  
like so much dross 
the curd of flotsam buoyed in the wake (of what 
rebeginnings & beginnings, a figure?)—say it is historical—head  
& shoulders above the waves 
like a mechanical stage prop, the cut- 
 

out ship sounding its bell—which is no longer  
convincing, the  
parting lines falling flat  
to the muffled, slightly hollow laughter  
of an un- 
acknowledged audience 
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macleay river estuary 
january, 19— 
 
tracing backwards from the original volume to a 
separate place / surprised its discovery  
 
was the extent of an error—was the outcome of an 
error of judgement / & irreality of “necessary 
 
truth” &c outcropping from con- 

 jectural landscapes the summit  
 

of a ridge lying at three to four  
leagues back from the water-side / which at the [first] 
 

sight of land (“at a  
considerable distance”)  
 

appeared non-referential / the outcome  
of some fantastic  
 
collusion  how to face  

up to it 
 

    & keep on  
facing up to it? that on the course de- 
termined / is bound 
 
  to assent: “the criterion for truth is 
  in the appearance 

that can be established  
& comes from a real object 
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trail bay gaol 
south-west rocks 
 

marking the weathered breakwater—a dark 
green isolated fissure: “the land 
around the cove rests upon it 
 
obscuring its shape”—lately discarded  

objects here & there rolling 
from side to side  the cold blunt 
 
body of sea brine—incongruous presences 

seem to linger, shifting on the surface, rudderless, un- 
rectified: “there were further postponements”—inanition 
 

watches over the carrion of some 
dead illusion: it has nothing to do with you 
the hieratic rigidity of 
 
   a large tree-trunk that had drifted 
   up onto the beach 
   [strewn with] other debris 
 
a cul-de-sac, overshadowed by the mountainous, tellurian 
motive—casting inland, as if 
   attesting to its remoteness; a prison 

cemetery 
overlooks the point  
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between 1863 & 1866 ten steam ships & seventy-nine sailing ships 
were lost with two hundred & forty-nine people drowned 
 
still water hides a deeper intent—there are eyes in this 

water: forced to come up to the surface 

& the scaling knife (that the earth abideth for  

ever)—full to its shores 

 

 

“the inertial structure of the world is a real thing which not 

only exerts effects upon matter but in turn suffers such 

effects”—something, that is  

above the millions of years (which have passed, we cannot 

count; that will come) & / to  

 

 

make use of—i.e. to redeem—all of its 

disparate elements (to say, it is discoverable—low down  

in some fact, “help raise the bones,” scale & bone after 

what long seeking?) 
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close to the boats the sea water—the  
seawater in the shadows of 
the boats: pointing “home” to shore / crossing over as to 
convey bodily the impression  
of return (verifying the distance from one to the 
   other 

as two minds / conscious of nothing but themselves 
then to know nothing of them- 

selves, but in the meaning 
their faults gave to them (respecting the use of the soil & 
   labour of re- 
demption, it follows from the course 
of events: “the starting-points [that nature 
gives are not perverse]”—but per- 

versity is in nature / the white 
missionary buildings lined up on the  
foreshore [like] a series of mis- 
understood gestures  

   some quarters of the weather have 
left behind: washed-up (no 
  adjective that does not 
reveal something / & afterwards  
arranged in tiers as an amphitheatre is / as if from the point  

of view of the sea 
   it were some sort of entertainment 
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laggers point 
(trial bay) 
 
reverence for the past / order 
is broken: from the crumbling sea wall   
 the rocky headland …  
“one man’s  
labour was sometimes required 
for nine days 
on the preparation of an individual block” / asking if it is 
cut through, that we might 
proceed to the further 
promontory—& failing that … the outward  

trajectory of a 
captive mind the escape route

   futile as the imagined 
   “safe haven” / or work-in-progress 
tasking 
 the strength of the undertow—& the breakwater 
washed out at almost the rate of con- 
           struction 
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what aroused the strongest opposition was not the indefensibility of this thesis, as the fatalism  
with which it represented the instincts as the ultimate principle of human action & the  
mathematic inevitability with which it seemed to derive the laws of economic & social life  
from the fact of human egoism 
 
out of due time, unreal seagulls  
tracing the script of the  
tides, in the margins / of two 
identical shores; slow codifiers  
of ruins 

as the cells were completed the workmen moved from  
their tents & 
occupied them, sleeping in hammocks / which were 
fastened to bolts in the wall as after- 
wards the whipping triangle  
in the prison court- 
yard mocking the inverted  
triangle of the bay (& neither receiving its  
practical use—is later abandoned, as impracticable, viz. 

to build a refuge  
harbour / by means of a granite breakwater 
projecting 1200 ft  
into the sea—the tides un- 
containable, the “harbour” 
silted-up & useless, the estuary itself diverted by  

flood waters to a  
point 
nine miles further north 
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in 1915 the gaol at laggers point was re-commissioned as a detention centre for  
migrant german “prisoners of war” 
 
rocks groaned with cold water tightened & cracked— the wind- 
shivered coloratura … & marked blue 
on their bruised sides: an agon, an anagnorosis, in which  
leaves make indifferent will  
of the “unsolved, seasonal equation”—re- 
 
citing strindberg &  
sublimation 
as plant cell-structures, imitating psychological gradients  
in real time 
or crossed over / from the  
 

narrow isthmus, hard-faced  
& remote (as internal exile or “enemy  
alien”), dragged from the  

sea edge persistently  
the cormorants  

 
crowd in nightmares to their sides, the solitary & collective  
figures obedient as ghosts con- 
demned to walk this earth—or “natural  
histories” cast up  
from elsewhere, to spring from nothing & vanish again, under  
pain of (…) 
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the realism i allude to may creep out even in spite of the author’s views 

the real significance of this antagonism … “to see life  
as penetrable landscape illuminated  

from above”—is mortality, is the  
particular habit of confessional 

turning it over &  
over in the palm of the mind—one side 
resembling the other 
in substance only (greyish yellow 

dolomite / that it was born of this earth & not of specula 
tion / disaster 
repeating itself speaks of 
transcendence (“in- 
 
dividual natures 
are part of the whole”—& yet it 

raises the question 
of its purpose & 

sufficiency / as one 
raises the alarm or is left to pass off 
indifferently (the scapegoat cutting a  
ridiculous figure / paraded 
on the quay, “as if to rectify 

what cannot be rectified” 
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REFUTATIONS (OF THE LITTORAL) 
 
outside the innermost line of the waves, the figure has slipped 
so fast away—not departing in order to return, the next year 
or the year after that / from the graveyard of the inter- 
regnum (“try to evince meaning from the above”), an epitaph 
 
portentously set out, only to lose count  
of its antecedents—each brought to a standstill  
on the greybrown mudflats, sudded 
at water’s edge—its ascent is its own  
image: mountainous as clouds ranging abroad, whitening  
all the water this side 
of the seawall / ahead of the tides thrust across 
by a jawed headland & sunk up to the teeth—slow molars 
working beneath the salt lip, abrading slowly the encrusted 
corpse (like sand in the mouth, like 
rusted machine parts from some antediluvian  
 
dredging machine, enumerating  
its nocturnal omissions), or the opposing 
tendency—to throw up a rampart, & little by little to enclose it 
in the arms of the sea  
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PARALLAX 
 
1. & begins, again, to unfold—as dawn 
sheltered from its own light, underwater 
 
or beneath the surface turned towards  
the gaze of others, exhausted, like  
 
photographs in cracked / opaque picture 
frames (“the sun false the eyes  
 
false”) or outward contortions that are  
the onset of something un- 
 
identified in the self … inventories  
of lifeless inter- 
 
twined years: the word “equivocality”  
seems to fill a space of silence between us 
 
momentarily—though neither you nor i 
could have said this at the time 
 
 
2. “anonymous coastal  
towns” on the edge  
 
of the prosaic—a sense  
of water & the ever  
 
outward seeking of  
land (the dead centre  
 
everywhere  
at its own circumference) 
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3. as though there were always a third person 
to see for us unanswerable questions— 
 
believing that morning resolves [the] nothing  
of the night before—“as empty  
 
as a theatre following a performance” or  
curtain, fallen across the sea, grey &  
 
impenetrable—no longer  
a mirror to forgetting, but the forgotten “itself” 
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LAND PARTITION: 8 SECTIONS 
in regard to nature … philosophy ought to know her as she is, that if  
the philosopher’s stone is hidden anywhere, it must at any rate be within  
nature herself, that she contains her own reason within her 

 —hegel 
 
the landscape marks only the incessance 
 of procedure— 
        the narrow band 
of a depthless field 
running out of contexts—shot-reverse- 
 
shot in relentless pursuit 
hunted by the lens 
a remote & fugitive line frozen in two- 
dimensional space 
         sanitised  
 
for mass viewing, the failed escape 
reduced to forensic banality 
a cross-hatching of bodies “live flesh” 
simulated, almost 
                in vitrinal tableaux mortes 
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the island … is generally barren, being dry, as i said; & the  
best of it is but very indifferent soil  
 
not nostalgia that brought him here, then what?  
where the map indicates water it has been dry  
since before living memory (naming the delusion,  
however, will take him longer than diagnosis— 
 
causality becoming more & more difficult to de- 
termine as the remoteness between symptom & land- 
scape increases—words under  
“mineral sedation” … regarding their virtue, 
 
that which they assume the capacity for, as a power  
he alone now possesses) 
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it murmurs, from an abandoned (it seems to them) 
location—the 
          light goes out: bodies 
  ground 
   vault—inertial 
square / squat walls, set on wooden piles rising 
white pale out of earth vertically 
  sheer—planes arbitrarily 
 inter- 
secting / or the architecture, crouching, vulnerable 
is a hieroglyph of im- 
   permanence / the 
pre- 
carious 
 statement of universal truth— 
  possession being [a fraction] 
         of “the law” 
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fearing a storm … in a place where there was no shelter,  
& desiring at least to have sea-room: for the clouds  
began to grow thick on the western-board, & the wind  
was already there 
 
more often than not we cut our losses 
& move on—knowing 
 
that from elsewhere  
things appear differently 
 
an eye narrowing through the headlands 
cataracted 
     synapse muscle & nerve 
 
depth-soundings charting the sub- 
aqueous humour 
 
paradox of inner perception 
not yet brought to consciousness 
 
foundering somewhere just off the point— 
the shoals barely navigable  
 
& danger 
     written in the undertow 
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surreptitiously it re- 
emerges, in blue  
veinless light— 
crepuscular as un- 
 
structured stimulus 
& the cold  
remembering its way  
back in to the body 
 
at this latitude 
before the sun rises up 
to sear flesh, ghost 
walking at mid-day— 
 
a shadow, barely re- 
semblant, of this place also  
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quoted from elsewhere, the place-names read  
like an inventory of  
absentees—& there are too many 
unexplained phenomena, static figures  
looming up from the plain  
like genital malformations & sabattier  
effect framing negativity 
in the sudden exposure—air resinous 
& heat waves shimmering upwards 
visible & tactile  
in lines of distorted transparency—synthesising  
space as projection of assumed 
attributes, the too-fertile screen concealing 
substrata leached by saline waters— 
the distant shores 
beyond the sign, graphemic 
in red sacrificial ochre, salient—& monumental,  
dominating the horizon 
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cross to: dusk [broken 
hill] the abandoned 
mineshafts,  
concrete slabs like 
 
monoliths in a desert— 
silhouettes of headframes &  
wracked stretch of earth—ore-crushers  
& conveyor belts spilling out  
 
of processing mills in  
sibilant ventriloquy  
or hæmostasis  
miming declinations of  
 
surface structure, ground 
indicating subsidence 
the foundations “undermined” & condition 
terminal 
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the gesture doesn’t require translation but remains un- 
equivocally apart, 
aberrant—a “landmark” transgressing an 
(otherwise) undifferentiated space, denial 
of underlying order— 
           erosion, the inescapable decline 
into desert regions, salt flats, entropy 
l’acte gratuit 
          in accordance / with a universal 
law of averages— 
at each point, the eerie continuation 
eyes empty as a vast plain / in the distance 
like celluloid / in the middle of 
                   (nowhere)—totem figures, ossature 
half-buried in the scorched earth, a mute 
prostration (?) & the self 
anathematised, like something pestilent on the fringe  
of inoculated memory  
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AGAINST A FIELD SINISTER 
another night of the grey unrelenting straight lines 
    —francis webb 
 
it did not appear entirely, i was conscious only of a shadow 
& then … beyond the dusk that is no longer an enlargement— 
a room with teeth set on edge, in the presence of “vacant  
metaphors” (what they appear to enclose, like  
strange mouths: she thinks about them constantly, surrounded  
by their solicitous attention, the activity of incisors, tongues  
& spittle)—she finished eating she lit  
a cigarette, on the closed terrace: at all times the air itself felt  
solid, objective—“but if i let the walls go  
is it because you wrote them all down?” a vertical pantomime  
in which the eye is still a ratio of apprehension (little 
by little approaching the event of something  
that is not going to happen)—light projected at different  
angles, the sun “rising” over the harbour; the harbour like a  
smooth-shaven pubis (did she notice that the doors &  
windows had been open?)—out of identical compartments the  
bodies emerge but do not complete one an- 
other—nakedness … in open, accumulated surfaces— 
everything is still floating, this floor in the syllables at the moment  
they are all there, swimming in polished linoleum …  
“art,” she said, “is the imitation of nature in her manner of  
operations”—at least it had this semblance: the sky, too, 
looks like a stain—left to be rectified, or we wash our hands of it  
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LE RETRAIT DE MAGELLAN 
 
“their gaze encountered meanings further than the  
eye”—the great polar night of the inhuman  
& unknowingness—not to write but to “compel”  
(secretly?), transpierced by  
 
glacial cold—numbness at the extremities … on the cusp  
of possible worlds, anatomystique—the desert from which per- 
ception surges & creates itself: point of light  
injected in parallel inertia  
to the body’s zones of indetermination (& other  
 
latitudes): the great in- 
ternal silence following the storm, its ellipses 
stretching out interminably, like an horizon on the  
pacific—the sun at intervals, vaguely cinematic 
 
frozen on the edge of vertigo as if  
through a lens, staggering towards a depth in which nothing is  
reflected: a piece of night collapses—“some red  
is invading the black  
screen little by little & soon fills up the entire visual disc” 
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PATRICK WHITE AS A HEADLAND 
& it was quite touching to observe the interest the latter  
professed even when most bored 
 
a rudimentary frontage—rock  
colours at ground, thinning out 
to grey, blue: something  
vast is being suggested, shapes 
barely visible in the pre-dawn—a faint line of  
smoke from a  
chimney stack—& something  
else, like a large leathery  

brown face bearing down  
at the sea—an “immense  
void to be filled” the ego  
jutting into it, sluiced at the  

edge of the waves’ crevasse, as  
one inexorably drawn, waiting  
for the flesh to loosen—the  
laborious theosis 
of a body at the end of a  
grappling hook to bleed if necessary 
to ascend & the sea surge beating at the shore with its  

elbows, thick turbulent  
yellow water—& the dark crab-like eyes 
looking into it long after  

there was anything left to see 
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REFLECTIONS IN AN EYE 
(for robert adamson) 
 
tracing contours 

            an estuary 
    rail line, the iron- 

black  
  latticework of  

   a suspension  
          bridge 

marking a division  
   in the       liquid  
              syntax of  

its mirror  
   a signal  

             light—the frag- 
        mented  

        geometry of  
                     compartment  

windows 
          sudden  
hulk of  

           a commuter  
    train  

       breaking  
into view 

a livid span  
      between  

              stationary points of  
negation 

                                   balanced  
above  

the shifting  
            river axis 

its tidal shadows’  
                                  reverse  
         imaging 
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               gathered 
in horizontal  

       mimicry of  
  an echo 

lucent, no  
voice  

     but a  
mouth 

     open 
     beneath the  

slow 
   pelvic  

   undulations of  
seagrass  

    the covered  
oysterbeds 

               strange lacunæ  
            of slipped  

moorings 
           trailing off  

        from exclamation  
        marks  

buried 
       deep  
in the vegetative  

     eye 
        becoming  

invisible 
only the  

        faint  
distant 

 groaning of  
steel  

tracks 
half-mute  

plunging  
     from hollowed  
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earth 
a sinister  

                  traumdeutung 
  or night  

draws across  
             the water’s  

     unblinking  
lens 

repeats 
 an aperture  

           framing  
ex-/          in-teriority 
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UTZON 
i got much more from some charts of the sea i obtained in  
copenhagen—from these i could measure the distances &  
form a judgement of heights 
  —jørn utzon 
 
1. concrete primal naked forms / the anti- 
constructs of  
 
cranes—stooping  
low  
over the quays 
 
theme & 
variation 
 
the harbour’s in- 
violate curve  
describing  
 
simultaneous contrast / in sections of 
scaffolded light  
 
 
2. … c.1970 le repos  
du modèle (vivisection of  
the nude, industrial 
 
sub- 
cutaneous geometries 
proliferate  
 
towards incompletion) 
sur cette verge  
terrestre  
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like an immovable sphinx  
absorbed  
in its own enigma 
 
 
3. “a sail surmounts the steep slope 
of this 
 white profile” 
[the incongruous object had to be 
arranged pictorially— 
the investigation of depth 
study of volumes, measures— 
re-assembled as hypothesis 
vis-à-vis the eroded limits of  
the body 
a radial (system) of convex 
          & cylindrical surfaces …] 
 
 
4. fluid mechanism of a frame & 
wave-motion 
writes / into the littoral, parabolic 
 
a crisis of versus: angular inclined forms 
lit from behind, hard & solid 
“correspondences”  
 
which nevertheless remain detached 
from any “natural history”  
emblematic 
 
of what, there, barely remains /  
        no longer remains  
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5. withdrawn beneath its shell—the sea 
enormous & delicate 
like a soprano, allegory of silences, of  
 
being silenced 
“words that have no (other) past” …  
reinforced concrete surfaces arranged  
 
along an axis of the visible / invisible— 
vertiginous zone of gravitation (the  
weight of hollow sentiment 
 
falling in sculptured folds about the spectral 
body) ciphered in fake notations of  
perspective, an eyelid 
 
caught mid-beat & dark iris looking out  
through a haze  
of rain on discoloured wave-forms 
 
 
6. in the sky its reflection has become “overcast” 
ambivalence masking the arduous futility 
human—animal—skeletal abstraction 
 
or paradigm for representing death? each of its veils 
caught in the freeze-frame of involuntary  
memory—mockingly fatalistic 
as the ever arched backs of approaching waves 
like endlessly repeating question marks  
[perceived at a distance this ballet mécanique 
resembles a process 
           in differing stages of term- 
ination—casting the delayed substance 
in ratio to ephemerality] & always en retrait(e)  
from that impossible traverse—rigor mortic 
in the too literal gaze of conscientious on-lookers 
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DIPTYCH 
 
“a grey building seen through green palisades appears 
red” & windows  
heavily curtained 
reflect— 
an aperture 
a figure shifting in ultra- 
marine [like] a sail / hung up  
on the shore to dry—the sullen backdrop of the sea partially  
obscured in successive contrast / off-register 
as sentiment in the dis- 
illusioned after-image— 
seeing red 
as storm clouds threaten to mar the scene grey describes  
effortlessly  
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ARCHÆOLOGIES OF THE FRIVOLOUS 
 
the first instalment is water, an ambiguous  
& uneasy volume closed in the narrow strait— 
more southerly, latent seascapes: we cross  
the headland to an abandoned lighthouse, its  
cyclops eye a trophy from some meticulous 
 
useless, empty destruction—the purpose of  
returning, full of scepticism, to verify a particular  
fact: it is here we erect our memorials, beneath  
that immobile fragmenting stare—produced  
from its likeness, with a like cavity in the dark 
 
vessel of its throat—some hollow menace,  
resuscitated in the next act “by the first one  
who comes along,” groping in the marine half- 
light of separate consciences—only we regret  
that nothing had ever come of it 
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PERPETUUM MOBILE 
 
nuanced like afterthoughts 
the delicate arrangement  
of the foreshore in variegated  
shades of complacency 
 
other vagaries—curved  
glass & ticker tape 
a panorama of statistics &  
difficult weather forecast  
 
as far south as van diemen’s  
land, north to the arafura 
a dark psychology passed over  
in the official itineraries 
 
except for model cases of  
rehabilitation—an imaginary  
longitude drawn between  
the manifestly real & the  
 
unseen, graphing probability  
“high” or “low” fronts 
focused on the screen  
in gestural simulation 
 
tracing the onset of instability 
levelling out to an average 
far from the epicentre 
miscegenated on the fringe 
 
property rites or stage directions  
for perpetual motion 
describing the evolution  
of this concept in terms of  
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political climatology, inflation  
& the coming millennium 
re marx: “the last phase of the 
universal historic form is its  
 
comedy” … but in the absence  
of perspective how flat  
everything appears from the pre- 
historic spars of manly ferries 
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MORPHOLOGICAL FORECAST 
 
a movement which stops short of conversion: 
the long night is followed by alarming 
 
disappearances—strange machines gather  
on the periphery … wind machines, drought  
 
machines, fire machines—the floodplain 
stretches out like an open intestinal tract— 
 
the excrescence of rivermud & red soil 
as incipient breakdown reaches outwards 
 
in a metadiscourse of geographical re- 
distribution—“internally fissured realities” 
 
stark & membranous, a landscape of dismissed 
objects posing as moratorium on the 
 
intentional fallacy—articles of faith rend- 
ring inoperable chemical bodies or 
 
hæmorrhaged in utero & downgrading 
the imagined self as neurasthenic, symptom— 
 
an assemblage whose elements are co- 
alesced through disposability, synthetic  
 
& modularised as natural extension of  
the aberrant idea—though what stands for  
 
permanence is no more than seasonal flux 
reduced to sinecurves, stationary & op- 
 
positional wave patterns cut in the weathered  
sandstone, bordering the inland  
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(like) a shoreline out-distancing itself & trans- 
figured through margins of error—other 
 
variables—counting back in a monotonous 
obsessive derivation (“events casting their 
 
shadows before”) to the incipit vita nuova 
written in calcinated flesh & crows 
 
hanging over the corpse-to-be, like inverted  
commas describing its solvency  
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SPECULUM NATURÆ 
 it shone there like an answer to his prayer 

—douglas stewart 
 
as though it were a sun, crouched low in the mangroves—orange  
smoke rising like a question mark over the  
dark green of the estuary—& what lies beneath, watching  
through the undertow, calculating the depths: one exists  
in the shadow of the other 
cancelled at the fringe, pro rata as 
materialist dialectic, meteorology or disaster management 
sampling negativity as outcome of external influence  
or programmed default setting, viz. “excessive nature” & 
humourless as arcane symbolism posed against an east 
which is usurped & already about to give way  
to the flat & dreary 
mysticism of the plains—the question is of synthesis: “it cannot  
be born of comparison, but of a reconciliation of different 
realities” (the descriptive note 
indicating a return to first principles—the survival 
instinct), in which each element is formed out of  
a common idea—briefly illuminating it, even if it is nothing other  
than sodden ash 
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REGULARLY, AS THE SEASONS ADVANCED 
 
into these landscapes & narratives, conscience also 
there was—of the too-persistent intersection 
of the outside & under the skin (circuitry)— 
the separation drags on, far off from the re- 
 
commencement—distanced by the camera 
by the deafening collapse of the eye 
inverted, trait pour trait, remote as it can be 
from the original—beyond “an arrangement 
 
of lines forms colours & objects ” & there was 
no way back it seemed but to keep 
faith in those meanings to act in the gap 
between “art” & “life,” waiting for others 
 
to uncover the crime—whose remembrance was it 
anyway? past answerability, past caring 
one way or an other, in the rebus posture … 
& afterwards? time, like an anagram, forms itself  
 
indifferently—even when you wanted to erase it 
the negative, the faded presence you can no longer 
describe 
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NIGHTWATCH 
for my first vague disquietude touching the unknown captain, now in the seclusion  
of the sea, became almost a perturbation 

—herman melville 
 
“to become occasion, including … the pursuit of  
occasion” (that others have been here, in this place more  
feasible?)—the salts & minerals of the earth return  
to kill the father & become the father “black deep water  
out of which man came” neutered, antithetical—the dull  
wave-motion casting shadows further &  
further out, resembling the usual numbness day brings  
(in the evening, read books about history, & afterwards 
the suicides of massada)—watching longeyed 
darkness no longer calms the nerves insomnia  
erodes—each hour, shored against an  
ocean of ruin (nausea, peristalsis): “it’s only a falsehood my  
remembrance summons” […] useless human pains, to  
overcome a secret domination—but to name it?)— 
enough to say: that inclement voice, crying poor mouth 
bone in its teeth, or they agree to become 
its agent, taking the place of it—the difficulty with  
breathing has been noted: i fear drowning is that what you  
meant by “false witness”? stark, already, out of the  
womb—the body echoes with each barren  
thudding of the wind, lies in stasis—it’s the skin  
that bears trouble in such half-seeking (dark waves thick  
with bewilderment & dilemma): in a moment  
it will be winter 
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SIMPLEX MUNDITIIS 
 
somewhere far away an engine whirrs & sounds like a  
film projector someone forgot to switch off—the  
millions of stories, of sentences, unfolding everywhere 
at that moment (catastrophe love war soap opera)  
a compendium landscape, though what was  
present then is no more than figurative now, “a train  
 
pulling away from the platform at x which has already  
departed which will never depart” points of radiation  
in clockwork grotesquerie—the sperm flowing back  
along paths of least resistance, down into the furthest  
memory & still separating the “life of the body”  
from the “life of the mind”—the optical illusion  
 
signals back to “things present but unseen” like a  
colophon in the margin of prescient, increasingly  
distant streets—someone pulls out a knife & leaves stab- 
wounds through the city, an unstaunchable flow— 
& the rumour hanging in the balance like a scenario  
from real life, as antidote to the heavy weather 
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WEATHER PATTERNS 
to study nature rather than books, & from the observations, made of the  
phenomena & effects she presents, to compose a history of her, as may  
thereafter serve to build a solid & useful philosophy upon 

—isaac newton 
 
taking up the notion of being concrete—not  
prediction, merely 
but constraint?—matter, consisting of 
“solid forms” [cf. descartes’s  
rainbow (installation  
view)—alternatively / the composition can be under- 
stood as formula 
given over  
to the spaciousness of the other 
& at the same time 
serving / to disguise a lack of motive—exposure  
opens in the singular 
limit (of the body?)—or it turns 
& in this sense is pivotal, gripped by a more inner  
nature 
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FROM THE LIFE OF INVERTEBRATES 
each type may thus be said to represent the environment in which it lives 
 
moving images on a strip of emulsion, or tape—this, too, we  
seem to understand: in 
ein anderes gebracht—not to experience 
but transmit (medium bulk material), an “amalgam” 
of different places: satellite dish 
streetlight, a body spinning in  
mid-air / in a sky that is narrow & jaundiced &  
ugly (oh sensibility!)—the talk is of  
climate control, sustain- 
ability, ranging  
into barely tonal regions: a glass tunnel that echoes with its own 
immaculate noise, as here 
looking through a periscope at the current  
“state of affairs,” what 
is there to see? one single fish- 
like type preserved in the living memory, with its  
shrewd evolutionary habit 
of creating stories out of anything— 
the weather, or a scene for example  
inside an automat, passing time, as one intention after another  
falls short of its mark 
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TO PIERRE SIMON, MARQUIS DE LAPLACE 
an intelligence which, at a given instant, would know all the forces by which nature  
is animated, & the respective situations of all the elements of which it is composed  
 
1. a door opening & closing & a light going on & off—their  
function is not the panacea it seems to be—strange inter- 
ludes, other doors not made to be opened, an isolated, un- 
shaded electric bulb whose filament is about to expire at  
any (given) moment—or a doorstop fixed to a door, to let it  
open no more than 45 degrees (what does that mean?) 
 
2. a calendar reminds him that it’s late already, or he’s alone  
standing before a gauntlet of unrelenting symbols, one after an- 
other—there’s no more room—falling upwards to thought  
& keeping the outside close at hand (the scene itself is  
constantly repeated, each time arousing an expectation of  
more than it contains); that there are figures or were  
leaves nothing to be shown, in the too-deliberate afterword: 
what follows is as unrelated as what went before—a window  
facing out over a narrow passageway, with stairs & broken  
fire-alarm—the rooks raise an ominous sign: “no extraneous  
details” (it’s not the uncertain game it at first appeared), even  
if the objective is concealed & secretly watched-over by some  
accessory before the fact—right down to the last laugh 
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DIMENSIONS UNKNOWN 
if the fossil is the “natural copy” this is because it brings the generic—as  
the industrialisation of eidos—into collision with the biological genus 

—rosalind krauss 
 
so much wreckage, frozen  
in the glacial band—a landslide of 
maps … the inexorable process 
 
of cooling & death—a fall into mirrors  
(& although casting is a 
paradigm of any process of  
 
reduplication, it is the photograph  
that increasingly takes hold  
of the imagination)— 
 
an inverted naturalism, even  
to the point of a rigidly entropic 
state … & with it  
 
the very possibility of meaning: 
a borderline condition—the  
resistance of solids, excreta 
 
a row of shelves sinking into the  
wall, like strata pressed down  
under a weight of evidence 
 
borne through time—or a light  
coming from outside the frame  
casts a shadow across it 
 
& leaves the impression of a  
landscape exhausted by scrutability 
in which “nothing can appear  
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more lifeless than the chaos of  
rocks” set down as a record  
of fact, surface dimensions— 
 
a genre of stasis posed in immediate  
relation to what lies beneath, & is  
yet to be exhumed 
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CONCETTO SPAZIALE  
parentheses compress / like metal palms the doubting mind 

—bruce beaver 
 
to examine the principles which seem to be  
the only ones adequate—“i set out now 
in a box upon the sea” (towards 
a centrally located circular light: the un- 
accustomed act of the eyes’ unlike seeing 
 
the curtain depicts a black square the  
embryo of all possibility—in its 
development it acquires a terrible strength 
beyond significance / obsessed with dates &  
calculations—the annoying bars of a cage 
set heavily against the window 
 
not open to interpretation—or what appears  
to occupy the imaginary space outside:  
masses in three dimensions “in a state of  
unrest” / each has the appearance 
of a correctional facility, ubiquitous &  
imminent as threatened rain, casting aspersions 
 
versus: the ordinary conjectures of a roadmap 
in the lines of a mouth where another  
mouth is being remembered—mentally  
reconstructing it & keeping on until  
the gestures dry up, consigned to some higher 
purpose / mathematics & ornithology 
 
a calculated providence, beating wings over  
water (is it enough to say “abyss”  
or “satire of the abyss”?) mocking the paternal  
caisson set in the midst of so much  
blood, circulating in the stomach: the nerve- 
wrenching artifice of redemption 
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as one looking up at the dismal smiling  
faces in a propaganda film, how likely  
are they to commit us to unsought asylum?  
waving their hands like repetitive windmills 
antiphonally—a voice siphoned, between  
the supporting strata & underlying mantle 
 
or words pronounced with obvious intent 
signs of “death & cancellation”—a procedure 
is gradually developed for adjusting the body  
to the conditions of representation &  
conveying it without the slightest degree of 
humour 
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MIMETIC 
 
shot standing, the fugitive silhouette re- 
cedes into a celluloid distance—a  
wilderness of as ifs pressing in on the  
 
cultivated discontinuities of the knowing  
& too expiatory “crime,” planted  
in the conscience—less solid densities  
 
stalking peripheral vision like animated  
scare-crows, subtle & parodic, erected  
from an obscure distrust of physical  
 
extremities: we survey a scene of un- 
qualified boredom—eyes the colour of  
toxic waste (the performance repeats  
 
interminably) a convoluted mauvaise foi  
underwritten by the standard contract— 
not to confront the implications of a  
 
too-regular form—the constellated kill  
(there’s danger, as always, comes from  
defecting—“don’t fuck a gift horse in  
 
the mouth” she said), the cold-press they  
used to keep everything above board— 
insistent, cuts at vowels down to size &  
 
swollen jaw—the tense muscle goes on  
defining “reduction,” another line & then  
another, as if velázquez (he works at  
 
speed & without the aid of sketches)—to  
locate the common denominator &  
catch it unawares, in flagrante delicto— 
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but how to send it back to its proper  
place? tied on with dead weight lowered  
through fog & mud—the lure of ex- 
 
humation, thinking to buy time switching  
the corpse & everything else exactly  
as it seems (does not lessen demand— 
 
& such belief made to go hungry at  
night), even as it begins to decompose &  
give off a meaningful stench 
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BIODEGRADABLE 
 
arriving elsewhere, there are fundamental questions 
of locality, modularised space—the dividing line of 
  
separate hypotheses & the river charting a passage  
of illicit traffic, carnal (the bare “that it is” in the  
 
“nothing of the world”)—a bridge flares into view  
& recedes again into urban renewal, like time 
 
suddenly focused on some inevitable, statistical average 
or cognitive sculpture arching out of bipolarity 
 
disorder in the barely initiated idea, a mere ornament  
of style—above the skyline remote etymologies wink 
   
conspiratorially, faux blond in a fugitive midnight hustle:  
then just as soon it’s over again, the agitation passing to  
 
usedness, wastage—a damaged landform stag- 
gering upright & dissolving in brief nocturnal laughter 
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& IN ARCADIA EGO 
when we confine our attention to any one form, we are deprived of the weighty 
arguments derived from the nature of the affinities which connect together whole 
groups of organisms—their geographical distribution in past & present times, & 
their geological succession. the homological structure, embryological development, 
& rudimentary organs of a species remain to be considered, whether it be man or 
any other animal, to which our attention may be directed 

—charles darwin 
 
it rises again & again, long after the quarantine 
buildings stripped of their purpose; the sea’s scraping at the  
closed-off shore, lined with rubble—it is to give no  
quarter or they found it imperative to turn away (for lack of a  
better term), distrusting their motives & cynicism—the wizened 
visage fading out “look, oh, long as the 
night” but what did the walls held fast, pinioned by the rock 
have left to say? the fearful crew, the two hundred 
 
steps inclined to level ground—the evangelist, muttering about 
the tides, folding his wet arms (flesh drying coldly just  
below): here a shadow re- 
defines the intrusion, to trick it out—there is a name, loosely  
applied in such circumstances: it consists of an exact  
number of propositions (the smell of artifice), multiple &  
mysterious re-births—the customs officials have  
made enquiries, are continuing to make  
 
enquiries, will “go on” making enquiries—the question: to stay  
hidden, or be revealed? in so much time 
room could not be found, without the prescribed  
form a lifeless bloody hole as prefatory 
to removal, incarceration, as the de-commissioned meatworks  
bellowing in the storm: each one is echoed in the body 
of the other—or the noise remains 
as distant & factual as before, & evokes nothing 
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PALEONTOLOGY 
(for peter minter) 

like recurrence, the tidal marks of a sea 
long extinct—salt-lined 
& bone-brittle, circumscribed from 

“a nicotine yellow sky”—altitude  
working its way back into a deficit of  
antigens, foreign matter spreading outwards  

from quarantine, the double negative—mounting 
to frame the percipient mind in omni- 
present discursiveness—pain variable 

& internally documented evidence like  
charred ground 
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UNTITLED (GREY, HORIZONTAL) 

the swiftness of clouds riding low over hills & rooftops out to  
sea: it was a day of as ifs 
spreading to grey, horizontal—what else  
could be said of it? at the moment we determine  
to move on, some un- 
anticipated arrival—a discussion ensues 
as to the beneficial properties of water: to sink or swim (the out- 
come is not given), more to the point it is a 
metaphor we are seeking 
“to take our place in the world”—another pause & then 
another, assiduously filling-in time but how  
do you fill-in time? a figure  
of speech, a way of speaking, if it represent  
a corresponding number of blank  
spaces—which is to say that i have lost count of your departures 
& do not think that we 
could ever be reconciled (more than mere 
wordplay?)—in too-few hours 
it has become afternoon & evening, our topics 
have ceased to be of interest 
perhaps in the morning that will be all there is left to talk about  
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CIRCUMNAVIGATIONS 
notwithstanding the nearness of the land there were no signs of such proximity 
—capt. matthew flinders, r.n. (latitude 35° 10´; longitude 114° 19´), 1802 
 
at two o’clock in the afternoon, the mind being 
north-westward, we hauled up 
to make the south-western point—salt 
piling up on the skin, there is 
 
a typographical element to everything encountered so far 
away from the philosopher’s 
artificial intelligence: the idea of the shoreline 
is set on fire, in preparation 
for the long night ahead, black swans 
barking in the mangroves—our thought 
 
follows closely precedent, citing d’entrecasteaux 
& others, nietzsche & le cercle viceux, or signs of 
pre-historic life “things in  
themselves” set down as prolegomena 
 
to a future metaphysics—an inventory of 
concrete impressions, to refine these contradictory bearings  
into a system & invalidate whatever else 
remains—a fractured hull erected on a beachhead, like a  
monument 
to our late discovery 
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AMPLITUDE (MODULATION) 
& above all sea crossings cause a break 
imposed by the mysteriousness of water 
   —alphonse dupront 
 
1. AMPLITUDE 
 
(i) broken outlines of a grey impacted solidity— 
the illimitable ocean, something washed-up 
the back of a head glimpsed in fog—a thing  
waiting to be seen (but a figure?) 
 
 
(ii) our attention is drawn to a point, not whole 
between the object & horizon—something that  
approaches from an undefined elsewhere to  
meet its reflection—the cuticle substance  
 
partitioned, half-cast in the binary ecliptic 
(soleil noir)—a bloodless sky withdrawn into a  
signal terrain of precognitive structures, zoning  
“unreclaimed” land as inner displacements  
reticulate the gradual decline, gridlock & atrophi- 
 
cation—or quarantine of “heavily infected areas”  
bordering the vital organs, cauterised: a  
theoretical body—demographic, though barely  
constituent—denying the sum of its parts 
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2. (MODULATION) 
 
(i) apart from the bulkheads it is only the light 
that is resonant, aporial, a fluid barrier  
erecting itself between awareness & the  
unified world, “islands of calm in a sea of noise” 
 
morning & tranquilisers, breakfast conversation  
(accounts of life underwater) & so on …  
 
the moments outlive themselves “here & now” 
there is no duration—words that you judge  
instead of saying, some confident daily task— 
“can you justify your existence then?” 
 
 
(ii) first figure, then ground—a body 
or the itinerary leading to it? 
to dispose of the stomach & digestive 
tract—not a thing without properties 
but a “rite of passage”? 
 
 
(iii) a renunciation of the anonymous or the infinite  
or the real—the same voice throughout  
or sea’s anaphora, recapitulating altered states— 
“hydrocephalus” & optic nerves, attenuated, fluct- 
uating between surfaces—timelessly—vacuum- 
sealed & constellational as compass points locked  
at differing degrees from “true north”—mapping  
deviation through longitudes & time zones, where  
strange islands are the shore of every distance 
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THE METEOROLOGICAL STATION AFTER THE STORM 
the illusion is lonely 
eternity 
is a lightning glance 
space increasingly pressed from afar 
possesses nothing 

—francis picabia 
 
squares in spatial form like sounds, the effect of which has  
been described as being “like the notes 
of webern … conditioned  
             by adjacent tonalities”—or klee’s 
synæsthetic motifs which “render visible” 
machinic processes of communication …  
histrionic—entelechies “performing” in the margin of the sea 
 
formless? paradox of construction 
or “poetic in(ter)vention”  
in so many dislocations / dislocutions … colossal idiom 
of a landmark, transposed 
       in the diagrammatical oblique 
of endless counterpoint—vertical & horizontal planes 
framing semiosis like mondrian, kandinsky … 
game-board, grid & movement, as dynamic approximations  
(to the infinite?) miming “the […] play of substitution” 
elliptical & without regard for geography 
 
or “nature”—aerial photographs mapping the hapless  
probability of sub- 
         urban expansion/-ism … the apparatus  
groping at meaning in the primitive acrostic—concrete  
& reinforcing steel—a motif erected in stasis, re- 
petition denying the weaker flesh (cf.  
le corbusier) or dispelled by chance in merely human error 
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DISCOURSE ON METHOD 
 
the plain too is endless & white it seems 
though sometimes yellow 
 
or red, broken at irregular intervals  
by the mallee & boreheads—dark eyes  
 
punctuating the monotony & the slow,  
insistent drone of  “tensile wires” like  
 
something fanatical, absurd 
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UNTITLED SERIAL LANDSCAPE 
(for andrew zawacki) 
 
reading directions—doxology: “what came before is  
something given up, an exchange of one  
for the other …” trace in/to a line, prescriptions 
ahead to the weather, road map—interim of  
 
moving towards two points simultaneously …  
land(e)scape: “increase dosage to fill empty spaces”  
terra nullius? the mystery of telegraphic wires 
(lesions that seem to imply the existence of a vein) 
 
parallax error & daylight struggling far beyond the  
horizon, a negative aperture, crossing time zones  
(the continent a punctuation mark between ocean- 
ographies) & geomorphic—fluid mechanism of land 
 
(re)forms de-constructed out of volcanic process 
wind & water, corrosion, sediment(ation)—in- 
framing from a terrain vague piled up into thresholds 
probing in the blood for … vitreous conduits of  
 
genealogy, stretching back (in perpetuity?) to a  
“passage of time,” un-bounded & outward movement  
like seasonal migration north or south between  
hemispheres of unconsciousness (jungian or genetic  
 
archetypes written into the margins): assimilation or  
differential erosion? history of (ab)usage, main- 
streaming from exteriority by socio-economic units  
& möbius strip of repeat-offences … the highway  
 
crossing(-out) the plain, road kill, slippage of  
signifiers or metaphor back towards eschatology 
though more than just alluvial—cloudburst & lightning: 
blue inverted trees suspended high over the nullarbor 
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TWO STUDIES FOR TERRA INCOGNITA 
(for john kinsella) 
 
1. diptych / landscape—between visible & (il)legible presence— 
opens a trace without initiating anything … 
 

boundary post(s) 
articulating the vertical, juxtaposition of horizon / title / sign- 
ature—fragments detached from the course of an exposition 
idiom, locution (mechanical debris growing rusty everywhere) 
marking the differences between the form / content of their  
appearing 
     

concatenated words  
⎧ 
⎨ 
⎪ 

          
⎧ 
⎨ 
⎪ 

⎩ ⎪ 
  

⎩ ⎪ 
    

 

had  
seemed gone 
was

wherefrom 
from which the sense
whereof

   or lexicon for interpreting nature (which is  
entirely legitimate?)—naming the unnameable &  
unmapped space of 
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2. though being named it evades you / you grasp merely air, the  
shimmering mirage of this non-place: reflection or co-incidence?  
the landscapes interweave—clear & opaque—already the sky  
“is” a facsimile of what it seems to presence / contextualise 
 

       the zero of pressure between two solids 
       that makes them adhere to each other 

 
drawn into the darkness of the page / distillation of lightshift,  
wreckage … co-(l)lapsing inwards the “white line of a cormorant 
marking an incursion against the black sweep of an estuary”  
 

percept—movement—prime-
ordial unity beyond 
the visual field: graduated series 
of horizontal lines 

 
 
 
 
 cumulative /

distribution of tonality 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
it describes its own meanings & is not the mise-en-scène of an  
expression or vision projected onto it 
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“EROSION MIMICS A FRAME” 
the frame is missing (the edges of any context open out wide) 
    —jacques derrida 
 
× marks literalisation of distance, sites—archæo- 
logical? emerging in the present tense 
as equipmental photoselfportraiture “speaks” 
the abolition of every possible remoteness, from  
parnassus &c† in the fluidic palimpsest of a  
salt lake’s mirage … the sentence also is a body  
urging towards dis-articulation (aleatory  
 
& recomposed through endless series of  ana-  
grams: I = corrosive sublimate—chimerical? 
transmutation of base elements, seme of crude  
ore dark floe from the unconscious belies geo- 
strata not yet raised to perception—intestinal  
montage of red black fossilised in its veins’ meta- 
stasis, becoming sub-specie … abstraction of the  
 
gens from the whole, au nom du père nom du fils  
ou nom du mon(O)pole? vis-à-vis a series of  
excavations, revealing (?) “deep structures” beneath  
the plain’s met(r)onymic axis (son lac intérieur or  
inland sea) & carbon dated to 50,000 years 
“BC” excluding “standard deviations” & other  
uncertainties 
 
 
 
 
 
 
† “the emblem of this topos seems undiscoverable”: a tree bent over in 
the wind becomes a problem of representation (golgotha?) “but after all 
what is a tree, what is a tree?” 
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UNTITLED ABSTRACT (RED, BLACK) 
 
ochre forms intervene in the serial logic of the plain  
rock-drill totems, sections of light—optical dis- 
junction, perception / parallax—retrac(t)ing itself  
beneath the rust-stained defilements of eroded  
creek beds 
 

written into this palimpsest the ex-/ 
internal edge-line(s) of a stationhouse / windmill / shell  
of a watertank throbbing in the wind, a rusted pipe 
skewed sideways / hung with dead crows [the auto- 
matism of gestures that can no longer save them …? 
 
rhetorical figures silhouetted against the liquid mineral sky 
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EARTHWORKS (AVANT-TEXTE) 
(for darren tofts) 

parentheses: of a landscape in slow dissolve / behind the  
screen—nervured wing-like forms spreading out 
through the closed 
left eye: signing distance from un- 
recorded points of 
departure / “codes appearing in 
service to what?” the geological report noting factors 
affecting formation densities—surface effects / con- 
texture—though keeping its 
distance (it is no longer 
pro- 
prietry: “the aim of this operation  
is to throw up a rampart” 
as fault-line or demarcation—relating / horizontal 
displacement—inland, as industrial 
otherness, rejected or compose / dusk &  
in two inadequate de- 
    scriptive systems, tending 
to inanition—“terrain anomalies”—defining 
a theory of sub / surface effects, resistance, & the silent 

drying-up of 
discourse? 
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a book is a paper strata 
—robert smithson 

 
reverting to type, a uniformity in which everything is neither 
near nor far, as condition  
for stationary fields: re soil & 
ground cover (exposed anthropo/metrics)—correcting 
the procedure—or “layered 
back in place” as 
afterwards the analytical body / weathered 
caprock like a projected  
forehead—composing a face from the silhouette in profile & the  
eyes en face (?) 
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unevenness of the visible terrain, in which “nightfall”  
is / juxta- 
posed, as geographical fiction or pre 
monition in which night, juxtaposed terre-à-terre / the  
 
claws of up- 
ended trees (“beyond our 
grasp”) dust sluicing the 
branches, “surged  
through the standing trunks  
 
like a mineral flood tide”—as 
flow charts 
graphing dis- 
semination (unstable 
landmasses  
not shown on maps)  
 
& other fallacies / as wind 
sheer, atmospheric 
^pressure^ 
causing (  ) machinery to  
fail under extreme [economic] circum- 
stances / necessity  
 
tending to ^artificial^ germ- 
ination, as the field observer repeats  
the official “findings” verbum pro verbo in the familiar re- 
ductive cycle 
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seeding pathos of dis- 
connection—or advanced in the logic prosthesis / like pale 
strangler vines, collusive  

& atavistic  
as internal guidance / vertigo 
 
of the stalled present-tense 
& co-ordinate—“two shots 
in sequence 
 
are not successive” (becomes 
useless)—the sur  veillance system
reduced / to archi- 
 
tectural grey frag 
mentations—invented localities (in the form 
of non-descriptive  
content), or a place with its name crossed-out, like some un- 
seizable enigma 
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(cf. robert smithson, ‘gravel mirror with cracks & dust’) 
 
earth moving—in x square kilometres of desert 
ed landscape 
  sand, rock 
 
to overcome this or 
another [terrain???]—substituting site plans  
 
like “the affects  
of a necessary technology,” these visual  
 
conventions / topological, as surface procedure 
passage or narrative—the spectacle 
 
“unfolding” as 

categorical  
 

imperative / surveying the die-back with a view to 
future prospects 
of recuperation  
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…  build-up of resistant elements or inner  
accumulation, “what doesn’t kill  
makes stronger”—virology / countering “routine  
 
analysis” something  
apparently meaningless & ^un- 

expected,^ devoid  
 
of interpretation, a strange liquid 
ity—the long-awaited  

melting of signifier  
 

& signified a fortiori—demands containment, re  
^treatment works^ regulating  
dispersal, run- 
 

off & catchment  
citing / prohibition &/or public health (as “undefinable”  
risk 
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NATURE MORTE: THE OUTLANDS 
[cf. gold mining / untitled abstract [date?—red  
tempera, oil & charcoal [approximate dimensions 

 
eldorado or  
ultima thule? 
 
arriving at the  
outlands 
distance signs  
no longer 
 
pale salt- 
forms, naked  
riverbed  
shadows (wandjina?) 
 
line abandoned  
half-erased  
fringe of  
cracked clay 
 
degenerescence 
entelechy  
of the  
negative 
 
the dead heart  
an edgeless  
boundary of itself  
like a sea 
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TIDAL PATTERNS 
something nameless as yet resists embodiment 

—francis webb 

1. there was no protection from wind or rain
for three weeks until he fell ill: wire &
concrete—like “an old bitch gone in the
teeth” & the trees he loved, winter left ruin
& further westwards, the landscape that
blinded him—a fringe of
remote order in the tactile wilderness, beyond
the eye—cast from yellow river clay “that i
am fitted to the land
as the soul is to the body”

2. done time, which is the described world
& not this one—the parallels are
stretched out almost to a critical point, their
monotony demands close reading: from above
the resemblance appears arbitrary, the grain
of old mallee root, the tendon-like
clenching & uncoiling of a
limestone ridge, or tremor of smoke
across the plain—along the road- 
side, petrified carcasses edge the charred scrub

3. where once was water is now residual: the voice
that approached is receding—you too
are receding, the boulders
stacked up against the pale, overarching mantle
like an impending subterfuge—the road
we arrived by has washed away in the night’s
flood, black water sluicing the branches of the trees
creates its own reference in the
world—a labyrinth of boundaries
leading back to the remote & ubiquitous sea?
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4. it looks at him as though through a mouth, red- eyed, 
mawing into that unsurveyable space: has
been disparaged by those who passed
before: “that which is made out of nothing” &
their disappearance from the face of the
earth—an expression of the useful operations
of commerce, multiplying ground zero
the annulus, in which talk of beauty is not so difficult as 
the clearing of dead outgrowth, hung from boundary 
posts as a sign of things to come

5. rain not falling, night falling fast: “all this is not 
ordinary, not unordered in not resembling”—the 
différance is spreading, is assimilated
in the cracked ground—evaporated
mounting up on columns of air & the tenuous
life cycle of insects—the fly wire bangs in the 
doorframe & is all that holds the evolving world
at bay—wings bleached in the autumn sun’s slope, what 
candour describes the ambition of their
project?

6. as here lies the stubborn secret of the will: the real- 
isation leaves him embittered—no concluding 
statement: across the redoubt so much depends upon 
the means at hand—& beyond that, the intention in 
writing it down, recording their daily
progress from x to y along a trajectory
of accumulated doubt—two movements that
face each other above the one, impending space—or to 
bury what remains of it, beneath the ancient signal tree, 
ending as it begins 
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FIELD NOTES 

visibility of cropping marks 
composing the field 

corrugations wrought by  
wind or floodwater  

stripping back  
the precarious topsoil 

exposing 
salt-crust 
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ANAMORPHOSIS  
the zone where the natives live is not complementary  
to the zone inhabited by the settlers 

—frantz fanon 
 
archaic regression into the optical  
apparatus—irreal—here  
& there a shadow passes— 
vegetative—form of repetition 
ritual: vestige of ancient fertility  
rites, low grave mounds  
overgrown with nettles—human  
silage—bone fields where  
 
femur-like protrudences scrape  
dry air / disjecta membra /  
each divided in the ellipsis of its  
trait … anomalous forms  
encamped at the edge of visibility  
(a farrago of deliberate  
solecisms?) gilgamesh looms  
vitreous in the rear-view: signs  
 
destination … the geometrical  
instincts of a divided body— 
phantom limbs in the grip of   
mimicry reaching out of land- 
fills—prosthetic—to irrigated  
wastelands? (“a swarm of  
interpretations surrounds each  
of their gestures”), catalepsis 
 
on the verge of the unnameable:  
knowing that a carcass may  
become (in time) a fossil carrying  
indictments into the remote  
future, or inner framework that  
joins the in-visible to an other-visible 
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COMPOSITION (AFTER BOYD, NOLAN) 
 
fixed in mundane matter the prone body 
penumbral man—dissipates, the trace 
of an utterly contingent “this” …  
or dispossessed & devoured by space— 
convulsive—the post-galvanic twitchings 
 
of (trans-)coded flesh? dead-level plains 
with crow & skeleton tree, concealing an  
interior zone of primordial elements— 
in-organic—substance as arcane as 
salt sulphur mercury—rising, phallus-like 
 
from white drought-cracked soil—the  
helioid genitals of a mechanised under- 
world—infernal seeds  groping upwards  
to petrified light & flowering in the  
negative arborescence of—(bushfires, &c) 
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ANAMORPHOSIS 2 
 
through the vanishing point eye of prey 
fugitive beings, naked, almost—in  
visible purgatory 
 
 
bruised cadaverous forms (of) flesh 
-ed similitude, cannibalised, that de/noun/ce  
everything 
 
 
“the real,” negative images— 
the accursed land too old too alien in  
rocks & bones & languages so close to death 
 
 
 
anthropomorphous trees 
 
 
 
white 
petrifications set into a geo-logical distance 
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FIELD COMPOSITION 
 

dividing the field into its con- 
stituent parts—the embankments of irrigation ditches 
squaring-off the horizontal 
curvature, mapping “libidinal flows” as index 

of returns, market  
growth or sustainabilty—a row of newly erected silos gleam 
in the mid-winter sunlight, like 
giant missives from some alien intelligence—strange helio- 
tropes, urging upwards in effigie 
of outside investor trends—the quarterly prospectus  

hyping eco-consciousness as  
eradication of liability, sighting long term gain in selective  
rectification, viz. rerum natura  
as proto-readymade & categorical, as imperative straining to  
make the point of eco- 
nomic impact  
well beyond the maximum yield 
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AFTER BOYD’S NEBUCHADNEZZAR ON FIRE 
(hamersley range, north-western australia) 
 
the shadow of a spotter plane circling on the  
desert floor, red 
boulders heavy with iron 
 
so pure, they say, that lightning, when it  
strikes, welds them 
into huge & 
impenetrable monuments—strange refineries  
 
where sometimes  
from distant stations fire is seen tapering in the  
night sky like a northern  
 
aurora—the  
light itself “unnatural” & seeming to originate  
from beyond  
ordinary understanding 
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SERIAL COMPOSITION (RED) 
 
a scaur of red granite cuts across the landscape 
like an open wound—or inner seam  

of flesh 
in the rock—in the word? that touches it? 
that it seems to repeat but to which it bears 
no resemblance—the interior  

sea the desert 
ringing in the heart—in the verb? in the open 
wound, a scaur of red  
granite (cutting across 
a landscape) metaphor? as you approach it 
visually & from a distance—totem  

of static space 
horizontal & parallel that speaks from the pre- 
historic yearning of water of  

artesian plains far 
in the substrata—flowing out  
from a glacial depth like  
blood or dawn (merely?) to vanish 
on contact with air—the shadow-play of crows 
spelled by myth the bone- 

brittle mirage—of  
finitude? beating wings low  
over the salt flats  
& drawn down, into the entropy of their spiral 
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UNTITLED (LANDSCAPE WITH EMBLEMS) 
the sound of rain falling, at first on water, then on earth, then wood, clay, metal, cement,  
&c., finally not falling, just being in the air, our present circumstance 

—john cage 
 
1. light seen before any 
thing is seen 
 
 
2. objects proceed in outline—rock 
compass- 
arced: “a hand 
that trembled at creation” left  
the broken line  
to re- 
generate, fill space 
 

(en)cincture 
 
open circle 

 
 
3. the) redoubled clouds & rain 
falling & 
    falling 
 
& 
every direction  alike 
the roads 
 
    all but impasse 
 
 
4. a river that comes back from the drought / water 
means to reflect—the unsolved puzzle of its mouth 
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5. dark haunted pools  
of diesel  
& tractor tires 
 
abandoned railyards 
signal-posts 
tracks & cable wire 
 
 
6. a piece of corrugated iron, uprooted—& what it means 
“to dwell,” here 
in this place—as though 
a residue 
an arrested & recovered fragment of some  

          almost forgotten violence 
 
 
7. oppressively against 
the plain, the 
too-harsh light 
& throbbing 
 
of cicadas, & 
cracking of dry 
eucalypt, cracked  
river clay 
 
a flock 
of sulphur-crested 
cockatoos 
shrieks into view 
 
above a low 
embankment 
 
 
8. the noise of wind as it sweeps through the fire grass 
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ENTRANCE TO THE SEA PORT OF DESIRE 
(i.m. tim mares & robin eaden) 

something still stranger is transacted—“a way  
of breathing” 

southwards the water is colder  
& colder— 

        a memory vivid 
for remote things:  
cave paintings at lascaux & then 

an unlit room? 

reduced to a nervous system, a carcass  
brought in by the neck 
“left 
for crows to pick at” 

eye & no syllable 
jutting 
from a sunken fosse of skull 

syllable 
& no eye 

      in the senescence 
after dusk 

to plunge back  
into other  
extinctions 

in the waves’  
discursiveness 

the lights go down into the water 
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a tangent formed in the hand’s cup, empty  
but located 
 
       “empty” & open 
       in a space divided-off 
 
at the end (of the  
senses) 
dragging the dark world  
up into  
  proximity 
impenetrably “there” 
 
the smell of mangroves 
like rotten flesh 
 
liquid from solidity—a process  
more primitive (than the mind) 
 
   blood & life-blood 
  atavism  
a pale after-event that no longer 
speaks ghostwritten 
merely 
 
 an estuary’s shadow graph 
forming  
in mute pre-dawn 
 
the surface (is) not enough  (to contain  
everything visible) 
        in the naked eye: further down  
 
a consciousness arches its claw 
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